Response to gamma-irradiation in V79 cells conditioned by repeated treatment with low doses of hydrogen peroxide.
Chinese hamster V79 cells were conditioned by repeated treatment with low doses of hydrogen peroxide. After this treatment, the conditioned cells were compared to parental V79 cells with regard to different endpoints. It was found that, compared to parental cells, the conditioned cells tolerated low serum concentrations better, they suffered from higher levels of aneuploidy, and they showed enhanced antioxidant defense. When exposed to gamma-rays, they suffered from lipid peroxidation to a lesser extent, were more resistant to cell killing, exhibited higher mutation frequency at the HGPRT locus, and showed lower frequency of apoptosis. These cells also induced antioxidant enzymes in response to gamma-ray exposure that differently was from than the parental cells. Overall, the data suggest a stable adaptive response in the conditioned cells.